About Us

The Security Advisor Alliance is a 501(c)3 nonprofit founded and run by industry leading cybersecurity professionals.

Our mission is to unite the cybersecurity community to drive awareness to and diversity within our industry. Our 500+ members across the globe work to identify and address the biggest challenges facing the cybersecurity industry.
The Student Journey

The Alliance Cyber Futures Program provides students with an interactive mobile-app-based experience that empowers them to test-drive future cybersecurity careers and learn directly from top industry professionals year-round right from their phone.

- Students utilize self assessments to identify their hard and soft skills as well as what they look for in a career and place of employment.

- By reverse-engineering our mentors’ career path, we give students a glimpse into the life and journey of cybersecurity professionals.

- Virtual field trips help students build cybersecurity skills through gamified learning.

As an Alliance Virtual Mentor, you are building brand awareness while inspiring and educating future cybersecurity professionals.
Measure Your Impact

MEASURE THE IMPACT OF YOUR BRAND IN SHAPING STUDENTS CAREER PREFERENCES

Showcase your brand and cybersecurity expertise

Promote your firm as a top company to work for

Receive analytics on the number of students engaging with your company’s mentors through our reporting system
Become A Futures Mentor

Align
THREE mentors to the nation through the Security Advisor Alliance LifeJourney
500 licenses to distribute through company outreach or through Alliance
ROI reporting on student engagement. Inclusion of company content as a field trip

Grow
TWO mentors to the nation through the Security Advisor Alliance LifeJourney
300 licenses to distribute through company outreach or through Alliance
ROI reporting on student engagement. Inclusion of company content as a field trip

Give
ONE mentor to the nation through the Security Advisor Alliance LifeJourney
200 licenses to distribute through company outreach or through Alliance
ROI reporting on student engagement. Inclusion of company content as a field trip

United For The Future

Additional partnership opportunities available. Contact info@securityadvisoralliance.org for more details.

Visit alliance.lifejourney.us for more information on the Cyber Futures Program.